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Eric Schwartz | Executive Chairman

I have personal affection for the independent business
model and the entrepreneurial nature of independent
financial advisors as business owners. My sentimental
attachment to Cambridge is shared across the Senior
Leadership Team. As the industry continues to change,
the passion that drives us to do what we do is stronger
than ever. We have compiled our collective views
drawn from the greater world, beginning with my
“baker’s dozen” points of self-earned knowledge.
1. The purpose of business is to make the world
a better place. The only sustainable business
model is the one that makes the life of its customers,
shareholders, and employees better. Some businesses
fail at making the world a better place and initially
succeed, but they are imposters and will
eventually fail.
2. Culture counts and values matter most.
They form the bedrock that insures the sustainability
of a business. For an independent broker-dealer,
the core principle must be that the advisors and
their clients come first; for an advisor, it is delivering
objective advice and making their clients’ interests
the priority.
3. No one is successful alone — surround yourself
with great people. Business is all about the people.
Advisors hit the glass ceiling when they fail to build
teams to take them to the next level.
4. Identify and stimulate future leaders.
In the book “Outliers: The Story of Success,” Malcolm
Gladwell describes future leaders as outliers –

extraordinary, talented, and hard-working people.
He notes they only become outliers if they are in just
the right place at the right time. An organization must
set up those right places at the right times for the
right people.
5. What got you here won’t get you there.
In the early stages of a developing business, the owner
may succeed by doing everything themselves and
spending frugally. Later, these same characteristics
will cause the owner to hit a glass ceiling – eventually
burning out or failing completely. The key to real
success is to know your core values and hold onto
them unfailingly while being prudent in evolving and
embracing change for everything else.
6. Follow your bliss.
The expression coined by American mythologist
and writer, Joseph Campbell, may make us feel
uncomfortable, but when we do what we love, and
encourage others to do the same, miraculous and
positive things happen. Following our bliss, combined
with years of experience, may inspire and encourage
us to find our own path and not follow the pack. The
pack is not always wrong – so think carefully before
going your own way – but when you have to go, you
have to go.
7. Boldly go where no one has gone before.
You can follow your own dream, but even the history’s
greatest leaders stood on the shoulders of those who
came before them. For example, more than 25 years
ago we focused on fees. Looking to the future, we
are currently focusing on business continuity and

succession planning. Cambridge did not originate
either of these ideas, but we pulled together the
best ideas and layered on our own innovative twist
– resulting in industry recognition of Cambridge as
thought leaders and pioneers in key areas reshaping
the industry.
8. Make sure the planet supports life before you
beam down. When stepping out boldly, watch that
first step – it is a doozy that has bankrupted many a
pioneer within a few years. At Cambridge, we always
try to take the leap, but only after testing the water
– in our case, collaborating with our advisors to
help design and test the new direction. We are very
judicious with our spending and resources until we
know the new venture is well received and working.
9. Synthesize the wisdom of others, including
your competitors, but look for ways to be better,
more cost effective, and customized. Build on the
knowledge of others and create an even better system
that works for you and your clients.
10. Cost-effective customization is everything.
In all fields, but specifically in the financial services
arena, clients want and deserve to be treated like they
are special. To treat clients as unique, we believe
cost-effective customization is necessary and the
future of the industry. Cambridge builds its open
architecture environment with flexibility for advisors
and clients that goes beyond what is typically
available in the broker-dealer industry, and is more
effective for its advisors and their clients.
11. Focus on delivering resources for advisor
outsourcing. Just as one person cannot truly succeed
alone, one company cannot either. Joint venture and
outsourcing, even between large public companies
and competitors, is common and necessary.
Cambridge cultivates outsourcing relationships across
the industry while acting as the outsourcing solution
for advisors in areas not traditionally supported by
broker-dealers. For example, we execute website
creation and marketing programs for an advisor’s
independent business, answer their office phones, and
train their staff on Cambridge specific processes.
12. Ride the big waves that reshape the
industry – fee-based advice, outsourcing via
the broker-dealer, and business continuity
planning for advisors. Big trends that run for a long
time create huge opportunities for profitability. Trends

from the past that propelled Cambridge to success
were based on our ability to embrace independence,
fees, and the hybrid model very early. Looking
forward, Cambridge and its independent advisors will
continue to ride these waves while surfing industry
changing trends based on business continuity,
succession and acquisition planning, and acting as the
broker-dealer outsourcing partner for advisors.
Pick your trends and ride them.
13. Seek the middle path as the road to success
– there are usually three options and the second
option is typically the best choice. In any decision,
there is always the right wing, the left wing, and the
middle. Usually it goes something like this:
Option A:
Status Quo – Doing nothing
Option B:
Evolution – Changing things continually
Option C:
Revolution – Changing everything dramatically
Evolution, when looked at over time, creates a
revolution, but is a manageable step in terms
of gradual and continual change in both nature
and business. Absent evolution, we are left with
devolution, and ultimately, death. Evolving your
business is an ongoing process that must be built into
your team’s mindset, culture, and strategic view on
future success.

Inspired by Eric’s 13 points of self-earned knowledge, Cambridge’s Senior Leadership Team expanded the list
of tips – stopping at 35 in honor of more than 35 years as an independent broker-dealer.
14. Change is constant — move forward or get left behind.
15. Clients demand and deserve objective advice.
16. Long-term success is defined by the value you deliver.
17. A truly independent broker-dealer views your clients as your clients.
18. Define your value proposition and manage your reputation.
19. A firm’s culture drives its reputation.
20. The client’s experience impacts business growth.
21. Listen to your clients. Many of the best visionary ideas come from them.
22. Common sense tells us compliance should act as your lifeguard, helping you avoid regulatory mistakes.
23. We do not believe a one-size-fits-all approach works for all client or advisor situations.
24. Fees are not a fad.
25. A great brand should repel as effectively as it attracts.
26. Innovation is possible without compromising integrity or regulatory compliance.
27. Due diligence, as well as prudent risk management, is critical to stability.
28. Enduring success is driven by ensuring one’s business efforts are a clear reflection of personal values.
29. As a broker-dealer, Cambridge works for you, the advisor. You do not work for us.
30. You control the journey.
31. How you view the world is your choice.
32. Opportunities are bigger when the challenges are greater.
33. Consider the legacy you want to leave behind.
34. Make little decisions with your head, but big decisions with your heart.
35. Attitude is contagious.
“35 Tips from Over 35 Years of Serving Independent Financial Advisors” is a compilation of the views drawn from the
greater world and held by Cambridge’s Senior Leadership Team. We did not originate all of these tips, but we believe in
them and share them with you in our voice.
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